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Transformation overview

Advancing and realizing enterprise transformation with technology through the finance function
Organization challenges and expectations

Great resignation

Training and
SOPs

How do I deliver results juggling all of this?

Desired digital finance outcomes
Optimized
workforce

Enabled
decision-making



Upskilling and reskilling existing
talent

•

Quickly turning data into
insights for management



Automating processes to allow
people to focus on high-value
work

•

Providing timely access to
reliable data

•

Continuously improving data
maturity

Modern stakeholder
experience

Efficient
stewardship

•

Driving a digital journey that
improves customer access and
experience

•

Automating functions to
increase transparency and
accountability

•

Enhancing the workplace for
staff

•

Aligning spend with strategic
objectives and outcomes

•

Providing access to tools
through mobile phones for
finance staff to leverage on the
go

Persona Needs
What personas exist in
your finance organization?
How do they drive
transformation?
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Different Personas have different needs, but all can benefit from
Technology
Catalyst

Oracle

Concierge

Help the organization deliver
complex change programs
and strategic initiatives

Help the organization make
better decisions

Enhance the customer
experience for stakeholders
who consume financial
information

Curator

Guardian

Steward

Collect, process and deliver
transactional information

Drive trust into daily
operations

Optimize the use of funds
across the enterprise

To achieve the desired outcomes and optimize each
finance persona a digital foundation must be built

1

2

3

Leadership

Tech Stack

Supercharged delivery

Your organization strategy is your
technology strategy

Design and Build technology
assets that deliver new
experiences – A connected
landscape of innovation
microservices, new technology
ecosystems and a data and
automation platform

Build transformation teams
resourced with innovative people,
emerging technologies and
enterprise-wide data

Articulating a strategic vision of
how technology drives
improvement and optimization in
the finance function and across
the enterprise is key

Enable edge development and
commit to agile execution

A Digital Foundation enables new drivers of value
Humans
@
Center
Innovation
Technology @
@ Scale
Speed

Focus on how to
enrich the Finance
User Experience

Drive Ingenuity,
Curiosity, and
Relationships

Optimize the
back-office with
Automation

Harness
Data and
Automation

Solution with
Agility and
Speed

Leverage
Ecosystem
Partners

Skill for
Tomorrow

Execute with
Autonomy and
Independence

Next steps
To drive technology transformation in your finance organization and agency
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“Establish the case for
change”

“Envision your Digital
Foundation”

“Start the
transformation”

Assess your foundation for
delivering transformational
value

Develop a vision for the
technology model and
position this vision across the
agency

Activate the new mindset,
rally your team and start your
technology transformation
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EY exists to build a better working world, helping create
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help clients grow, transform and operate.
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